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NBIC comes of age
Jaap Heringa

NBIC Scientific Co-director and BioWise Chair

In the last edition of Interface,

story. CTMM harbours a total of 21 public-private consor

Antoine van Kampen announced

tia, while the Parelsnoer consortium comprises 12 Dutch

his resignation as NBIC’s scien

institutions that also participate in the European Bio

tific director, so to be able to

banking and Biomolecular Resources Research Infrastruc

devote more time to his leader

ture (BBMRI) initiative.

ship roles in bioinformatics at

NBIC has geared itself to underpinning these initiatives

the Amsterdam Medical Centre

by strengthening its BioAssist support platform via task-

(AMC) and the Swammerdam

forces, the BioAssist Engineering Team, and Bioinformat

Institute for Life Sciences (SILS/

ics Research Support (BRS). How BRS works is explained in

UvA). Since the summer, Barend

the section ‘Hands on’. This is complemented by the

Mons, Marcel Reinders and myself have taken over his

NBICommons initiative porting NBIC’s open source policy,

responsibilities as a joint effort, attesting to the enormous

and NBIC’s development of new lightweight partner and

efforts made by Antoine. We convey our heartfelt thanks

project agreements, facilitating easy joining of new insti

to Antoine for all he has accomplished during his term as

tutions or partners. Another current development is the

director.

European bioinformatics initiative ELIXIR, where NBIC is

The fact that three guys with different backgrounds are

streamlining the Dutch participation in developing a pan-

now sharing responsibility as NBIC Scientific Directors

European bioinformatics infrastructure. Some preliminary

is mainly in respons to a major shift in bioinformatics

steps are even taken for consolidating and intertwining

research, and that is a shift in scale. Over the years, bio

NGI’s technology centres after 2013, an initiative in which

informatics has developed from being a pioneering disci

NBIC is instrumental.

pline that embarked on the computational analysis of rela

Notwithstanding these large-scale integrative initiatives

tively few molecular components in sequence, structure

and consortia, we should not forget about independent

and function space (but such fun it was!) into a bewildering

smaller scale bioinformatics research with a molecular

display of large consortia stretching the limits of interdis

focus, so that little gems can still emerge. NBIC’s BioRange

ciplinary research. Bioinformatics research now involves

platform is stimulating and subsidising a number of such

combining ever more databases, integrating large-scale

smaller projects, albeit organised in sub-consortia to stim

biological networks at many levels, producing vast work

ulate cross-fertilisation. Two illustrating examples are dis

flows and pipelines, and venturing out to medicine, phar

cussed in the section ‘Progress’.

macology, metagenomics, nutrigenomics and the like.

Another important task for NBIC is training the next
generation of bioinformaticians. Within the framework of

This issue of Interface attests to this fact in that two

the NBIC PhD-school, we joined forces with the Swiss

important Dutch medical initiatives are covered in which

Institute of Bioinformatics (SIB) in organising a 1-week sum

bioinformatics is key: The Centre for Translational Molecu

mer school “Quantitative imaging and modelling of biologi

lar Medicine (CTMM), introduced by its director Peter

cal processes”. Read more about this successful event in the

Luijten in the guest column, and the String of Pearls (‘Parel

section ‘Course’. Given all of the above developments, it is

snoer’) Initiative on biobanking, discussed in the cover

perhaps not too much to say that NBIC is coming of age.
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News & Highlights

Jaap Heringa

Barend Mons

New scientific
management at NBIC

Marcel Reinders

Ruben Kok

and Leiden University Medical Centre)

manages the support programme

and Marcel Reinders (professor

(BioAssist) and is responsible for

of Bioinformatics and Pattern

external relations; and Jaap Heringa

NBIC welcomes its new scientific

Recognition at Delft University of

chairs the education programme

management staff: Jaap Heringa

Technology). The three Scientific

(BioWise).

(professor of Bioinformatics and

Directors together are responsible

The daily management of the

director of the Centre for Integrative

for the overall NBIC scientific

NBIC Foundation will remain the

Bioinformatics at VU University

programme, with each director

responsibility of Managing Director

Amsterdam); Barend Mons (associate

managing an individual portfolio.

Ruben Kok, who is also responsible

professor of Biosemantics at

Marcel Reinders heads the research

for the valorisation programme

Erasmus Medical Centre, Rotterdam

programme (BioRange); Barend Mons

NBICommons.

International
Advisory Committee
visits NBIC
The last visit of the NBIC International
Advisory Committee (IAC) was in late
2007. The IAC recently received an
update of the achievements within
NBIC during last two years. Over
thirty NBIC participants presented
their bioinformatics projects. The
IAC congratulates the NBIC groups
with the scientific progress made
NBIC partners present their

in BioRange and the well structured

bioinformatics projects to the IAC at the

BioAssist support environment

Royal Tropical Institute, Amsterdam.

that has a growing contribution to
the biology research of the NBIC
partners. The committee advises

Under the coordination of NBIC, the

to plan for NBIC’s sustainability. The

NBIC to keep this strong balance

Netherlands has meanwhile reached

new board of directors will take up

between research (BioRange) and

a state of substantial critical mass

the recommendations made by the

support (BioAssist). The breadth of

in the international bioinformatics

IAC towards further improving and

the NBIC educational programme

field. The IAC strongly supports the

strengthening NBIC in the coming

(BioWise) was also well received.

strategy of the management team

years.
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formalise their existing collaboration.

(PhD) students free access to each

Herewith the two organisations

other’s PhD schools and training

underline their intention to actively

programmes. Last summer, NBIC

organise collaborative projects

and SIB jointly organised a high-level

in research and education and

Summer School for the first time, an

to join forces in the international

initiative that both parties intend to

bioinformatics arena.

repeat annually. Other immediate
examples of collaboration between

Since 2008, NBIC and SIB have

NBIC and SIB include activities on

The Netherlands Bioinformatics

started regular visits and discussions

interoperability of life sciences

Centre (NBIC) and the Swiss Institute

on opportunities for collaboration

information relating to the Concept

of Bioinformatics (SIB) have signed

on a variety of topics. One of the

Web Alliance and joint research

a Memorandum of Understanding to

first agreements had been to grant

activities on proteomics.

Kick-off BBMRI-NL

infrastructure of existing and new
biobanks and biomolecular resources.

Large-scale exchange and

Biomedical and bioinformatics

collaborative use of biomaterial

research groups in the Netherlands

and information collected in clinical

now join forces with international

biobanks is essential for the future of

partners within BBMRI-NL (see also

biomedical science and has meanwhile

Cover story page 8).

led to many national biobanking
programmes. The Biobanking and

The Dutch national biobanking hub

Biomolecular Resources Research

is launched during the conference

Infrastructure (BBMRI) initiative was

‘Connecting Biobanks’ on November

More information:

initiated to organise a pan-European

22, 2010 in Amsterdam.

www.bbmri.nl/conference2010/programme.html

BioAssist

research. The BRS engineers make use

other institutes in over 25 projects.

of existing methods and tools, offer

The BRS activities meanwhile resulted

Bioinformatics Research

(custom-made) technical solutions,

in several collaborative publications.

Support team

advice and training where needed.

The Hands on section (see page

In October 2009 NBIC started the

The BRS group, led by Marc van Driel,

16) illustrates the first completed

Bioinformatics Research Support

currently has three dedicated support

BRS-support project which offers a

team (BRS) as a new part of the NBIC

engineers, who are stationed at

dedicated solution for automation

BioAssist programme. BRS offers

bioinformatics hosting groups in Delft,

within EcoGenomics research.

practical help at project level to life

Groningen and Nijmegen. Since the

scientists (biologists and clinicians) in

beginning of this type of service, the

the Netherlands, where bioinformatics

BRS team has supported researchers

is a bottleneck in further progress in

from six NGI genomics centres and five

BioRange

breast cancer outcome prediction
by combining multiple data sources,

structural bioinformatics, Radboud

Recent theses

Delft University of Technology,

University Nijmegen, May 12, 2010.

●

Sandra Waaijenborg: Penalized

April 6, 2010.
Wim Fikkert: Gesture interaction

More information: www.nbic.nl/support/brs/

data with new methods for better

●

Dolf Trieschnigg: Proof of concept –

canonical correlation analysis-

●

unravelling the genetic background

at a distance, University of Twente,

retrieval, University of Twente,

of genetic diseases, University of

March 11, 2010

September 1, 2010.

Amsterdam, June 3, 2010.
● Martin van Vliet: Improving

●

Robbie Joosten: X-ray structure

re-refinement – combining old

concept-based biomedical information
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Course at page 7. With this event
the two organisations aim to bring

and the amazing prospects

RSG Netherlands

together teachers and students from

for this in the (life) sciences.

The RSG Netherlands, the network

international organisations and cover

Senior bioinformaticians retrieve

of PhDs in bioinformatics, acted as

current topics in bioinformatics.

memories from the bygone days so

co-organiser of the first European

recently passed.

Student Council Symposium (ESCS1)

More information: www.nbic.nl/education/
nbic-phd-school/nbicsib-summerschool/

held on September 26, 2010, in Ghent,
Jack Leunissen

Belgium. The ESCS1 preceded the

Bioinformatics as didactic tool

Professor of Bioinformatics

ECCB2010 conference.

in high school education
Bioinformatics@school started a

Wageningen University
More information: http://escs.iscbsc.org/

“

The first software I ever wrote

and www.nbic.nl/about-nbic/affiliatedorganizations/rsg/

in the seventies was a Fortran

research project on ‘How to empow
er teachers to use bioinformatics in
high school’. The project includes a

programme for comparing proteins,

10,000 th participant

set up for a frequent teacher train

the so-called dot plot method. I still

in DNA-lab ‘Bioinformatics’

ing to encourage teachers to use

have the code. It would not compile

On Friday September 24, two NBIC

small bioinformatics modules linked

anymore on the modern Fortran

students, equipped with laptops and

to subjects in the biology curriculum.

servers, but after I replaced the

expertise, went to the high school

For example, when teaching about

integers with characters it did run.

Fivel college in Delfzijl to take care

digestion and the digestive enzyme

The programme is basically a matrix

of the bioinformatics practical in the

amylase, students can search in

with the amino acid sequence of the

context of the bioinformatics@school

databases for the chromosome loca

proteins in the rows and columns.

project. Nothing special in itself of

tion of the coding gene, or look at the

A matrix element is filled if the

course, as this has happened weekly

3D-structure using YASARA and see

amino acids at a certain position

during the last 5 years. However,

that the structure of the protein is

are identical. We not only wrote the

relevant to its function. During the

code, but also produced the punched

this particular day welcomed the
10.000 th high school student to this

cards and took these to the huge

training practical! This milestone was

making their own educational mod

mainframes at the Nijmegen data

celebrated with a bioinformatics@

ules. Bioinformatics@school will not

centre. Each job was compiled, run

school muffin for each participating

only investigate the effectiveness of

and printed there. If you made a

student.

this training approach, but also the

mistake, you only found out after the

training teachers are supported in

didactic value of bioinformatics tools

job was done. Once in a while I was

NBIC-SIB Summer School 2010

and its effect on students in under

called to the reception and received

Between 2-6 August 2010 the first

standing genomics. The project has

a large box of misprinted paper and

edition of the joint SIB/NBIC Summer

been presented by poster during the

disapproving looks. I sometimes

School took place at Science Parc in

conference for European Research

miss the long rolls of paper the line

Amsterdam on the topic ‘Quantitative

ers in Didactics of Biology (July 2010).

printers produced in those days. You

imaging and modelling of biological

could lay them out on the floor and

processes’. Some participants

walk by. Interesting results such as

report their experiences in section

internal duplications were easily
spotted. Nowadays, these are printed
on the reverse side of an A4 to save
paper. The professors wondered why
on earth we would need a computer
to compare proteins. For sure, history
has proven the usefulness of these
first bioinformatics experiments.
The basic idea of the dot plot method
is still in use, although applied in
much more complicated situations,
such as for chromosomes. For me
it was mainly the fun of it. I was
fascinated by the possibilities of the
computer and the applicability to
biology. See what has become of me:
I have done nothing else since!

”

NBIC-SIB Summer School 2010

More information: www.nbic.nl/uploads/media/
bioinformaticaposter.pdf

SECTION
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First SIB/NBIC Summer School

By Lilian Vermeer

Quantitative imaging
and modelling of
biological processes

N

BIC and Swiss Institute of

imaging bioinfomatics.” PhD-stu

Bioinformatics (SIB) joined

dent Jan de Sonneville was also very

Institute of Harvard and MIT, USA,

forces to organise a sum-

interested in Eugene Myers’ lecture.

who talked about using a program

mer school on molecular imaging.

“Myers talked very inspiringly about

(Cell Profiler) to identify and measure

In August 2010 a number of inter-

methods to set up high-throughput

objects in images. De Sonneville:

national experts in the field of life

screening, which is something I also

“This application may be very useful

sciences imaging gave lectures

want to use in my research.”

for my research because then I would

and hands-on sessions on the dif-

of Anne Carpenter, from the Broad

be able to automise the monitoring of

ferent aspects of image analysis

Suitable monitoring Jan

the migrating cancer cells. However,

and modelling of biological pro

de Sonneville, from the Leiden

the program would be more useful to

cesses. Two PhD students talk

University, LIC/Biophysical Structure

me if it was in 3-D instead of 2-D.”

about their experiences at this

Chemistry, took the summer school

Khorshid was very impressed by

summer school.

because he wanted to get acquainted

the lecture of Yaron Shav-Tal, from

with different imaging techniques for

the Bar-Ilan University, Ramat Gan,

The summer school was held at the

his research. “We use zebra fish as

Israel. “He talked about in vivo traf

Science Park in Amsterdam. There

an animal model to study diseases

ficking of mRNAs from nucleus to

were 38 participants of 5 different

like cancer and tuberculosis. The

cytoplasm. You could actually see

nationalities and 10 lecturers. Mohsen

big advantage of zebra fish over

how splicing happens and how mRNA

Khorshid, one of the participating

mice is that they are transparent

is transported to cytoplasm.”

PhD students from the University of

and thus you can see through them

De Sonneville is very glad he took the

Basel, Switzerland chose to do the

under a microscope. We inject zebra

summer school because he obtained

summer school simply because he

fish with human cancer cells to

a good overview of the many different

was interested in biological imaging.

study the consequences and to find

imaging techniques which will bring

“My topic of research is not direct

out how they respond to different

him a step closer to finding the right

ly related to biological imaging. In

medication. So far we have used

technique for his research. Khorshid

our lab we analyse deep sequenc

confocal microscopy to investigate

also thinks he learned a lot and rec

ing data related to RNA binding pro

whether the fluorescently labelled

ommends a summer school like this.

teins for addressing post transcrip

cancer cells migrate to other organs

tional regulation of gene expression.”

within the fish. The problem is that

evaluation The majority of the

At the beginning of this year Khorshid

after fixation of the fish you only get

participants rated the course lectures

attended a students’ meeting at the

one picture of one specific phase,

as good to very good. They had ample

SIB, where Eugene Myers gave a lec

whereas we want to look at the cells

opportunity to meet other PhD

ture on biological imaging. Myers,

in different sequential stages. My

students and they loved the social

from the Howard Hughes Medical

next project is to grow zebra fish

event ‘Amsterdam by bike’. Their

Institute, Virginia, USA focuses on

with injected cancer cells in a small

opinion about the hands-on sessions

building models of the cell and cellular

vessel and follow the injected cells

(with a total of 9 different software

systems from imaging data. “I became

with a suitable monitoring system.”

packages) was more heterogeneous,

very inspired by his lecture on biologi

Therefore De Sonneville decided that

reflecting the difficulty of organising

cal imaging and wanted to know more

this summer school would be useful

good, in-depth computer practicals on

about it.” Myers also gave a lecture at

in helping him choose the appropriate

such a broad topic.

the summer school on Image-Based

imaging techniques for monitoring.

Neuroanatomy. Khorshid: “I was

More infor m ation about the sum m er school,

amazed by the many strategies Myers

Useful Khorshid and De Sonneville

the topics covered and speakers can be

applied for addressing the issues in

furthermore both mention the lecture

nbic-phd-school/nbicsib-sum m erschool/

found at http://w w w.nbic.nl/education/
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Connecting biobanks: collaboration between
biobanks is essential for the future of
biomedical science.

Navigating
the Dutch genome

Biobanks encompass collections of basic materials (blood,
DNA samples) and/or their descriptions (patients, diseases,
phenotypes) and subsequent data (genotypes, microarray
gene expressions). Current estimates show that the Dutch
biobanks together contain materials and data on about 400,000
individuals. To enable research these materials and data need
to be made findable, accessible and analysable via a suitable
infrastructure. Biomedical and bioinformatics research groups
in the Netherlands join forces to set up a bioinformatics
support infrastructure that reaches beyond what can be
developed by individual parties. The target is connecting
biobanks at the national as well as the international level.
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Cover story
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he data stored in the array of biobanks is the

ed and stored to enable the comparison of data from dif

new Treasure Island of biomedical research.

ferent sources. Enrichment projects focus on filling in the

As with treasures in general, getting the map is

‘blank spots’ in biobanks, for example by adding additional

often the bottleneck. Working out the ‘Genome

materials or data or by performing additional analyses to

of the Netherlands’ may provide some key elements of

reveal new information hidden in the data. The recently

the map as well as important clues for finding one’s way.

announced Genoom van Nederland project, which trans
lates as ‘Genome of the Netherlands’, is the first BBMRI-NL

Collector’s mania is usually associated with more or

project to take off and is an example of an enrichment activ

less eccentric individuals with an obsessive interest in

ity. “With Genoom van Nederland we aim to produce a more

exotic stamps, rare coins or historic memorabilia, but in

detailed ‘map’ of the large amount of genetic information

the medical world the passion for collecting is probably

that is already stored in different Dutch biobanks,” says

just as strong. Over the past decades, a stunning number

Cisca Wijmenga, professor of Genetics at the University

of collections have been put together by doctors and epi

Medical Centre Groningen and project leader of Genoom

demiologists. These collections vary from clinical data and

van Nederland (GvNL).

samples (e.g. blood, urine, tumour tissue) from specific
patient populations to datasets of large population stud

Highways and street views The GvNL project has

ies that span many years. As all these collections, now

a unique set-up in which the genomes of 750 individuals

adays referred to as biobanks, contain different types of

(grouped in 250 trios of one ‘child’ and both parents) will

data that have been put together with different objectives

be analysed to, hopefully, identify new genetic variants

in different environments using different systems, the

that can be linked to health and disease. Wijmenga:

field appears hopelessly scattered. That is a real shame,

“This group is large enough to filter out artefacts, but at

because now that the technological tools are emerg

the same time small enough to perform really detailed

ing to tackle the complex interplay of genes, lifestyle and

analyses.” The trio approach provides an important check,

environmental factors that underlies the mechanisms of

Wijmenga explains: “We can compare a newly found variant

health and disease, access to data that contain all types

to the genetic information of the parents to see whether

of information on genotypes and phenotypes is becom

there is a hereditary link or whether a de novo mutation is

ing a crucial element for progress in biomedical research.

involved. That is also highly relevant information.”
The study subjects are all entries from existing popula

Connecting biobanks The need to unlock the

tion studies and are selected to establish a good represen

treasure trove of promising information hidden in all those

tation of the different regions and the major cities in the

biobanks is widely acknowledged. On a European level,

Netherlands. This way the researchers also hope to iden

the Biobanking and Biomolecular Resources Research

tify regional characteristics that will help to further refine

Infrastructure (BBMRI) initiative aims to organise a pan-

the ‘genetic map’. “We are already quite capable of con

European infrastructure of existing and new biobanks and

necting the various genetic building blocks and defining

biomolecular resources. This infrastructure will contain

the differences between populations on a global level.

samples and information from patients and healthy

But distinguishing between groups or individuals within

individuals representing different European populations,

a specific population is still very difficult,” according to

‘omics’ data resources and biocomputational tools. The

Gertjan van Ommen, professor of Human Genetics at

endeavour is organised in a distributional set-up with

Leiden University Medical Centre and scientific director

national operational units or ‘hubs’ that provide the link

of BBMRI-NL. “Right now you could say we have a map

between national communities (universities, hospitals,

that only shows the highways. You know you are in the

resources centres, etc.) and the European infrastructure.

Netherlands, but further details concerning your location

Sweden and the Netherlands are the front-runners in the

are lacking.” To refine the map, the information gathered

programme and BBMRI-NL (the Dutch national hub) will

from the detailed study of the 250 trios will be translated to

be officially launched during the ‘Connecting Biobanks’

the genetic information of approximately 100,000 individu

conference on November 22, 2010 in Amsterdam. The

als, which is currently stored in different Dutch biobanks.

conference is co-organised by BBMRI-NL, the Concept

This process is called imputation and it basically boils

Web Alliance (CWA) and NBIC.

down to making an educated guess on the contents of

Partners in BBMRI-NL are the eight academic medical cen

the blank spots in a genome using information from other

tres in the Netherlands, which also work together in the

genomes. Wijmenga again uses the roadmap metaphor

participating String of Pearls Initiative on biobanking, the

to explain the process. “If you have a Google street view

Netherlands Cancer Institute (NKI), the Netherlands

that only shows the houses on the corner, you can still

Institute for Public Health and the Environment (RIVM),

make a good estimate of the houses in between. Impu

Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam and Utrecht University. The

tation works like that. You use the relationships you find

key elements of the BBMRI-NL activities are harmonisa

in one group to fill in more details in another group.”

tion and enrichment. In short, projects related to harmo
nisation focus on creating consensus between parties on

Between the SNPs It all sounds completely logical

terminology and how data and material should be collect

when explained like this, but don’t be tricked into thinking

10
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that this is an easy operation. “GvNL is a very exciting

large amounts of data and imperfect technology, but at

project: it is the first BBMRI-NL project and it is the first

least the statistical framework is starting to emerge.”

time in the world that such a trio-based dataset will

Even though the GvNL project is a ‘first’ in many ways, the

be generated. It is also the first time we will be doing

bioinformaticians do not have to start from scratch. “At

a complete genome analysis on such a relatively large

organisations like the Sanger Institute, the Broad Insti

scale,” says Paul de Bakker (Broad Institute/University

tute and the Beijing Genome Institute there is already

Medical Centre Utrecht) who together with Morris Swertz

a lot of expertise available, for example through the

(University Medical Centre Groningen) coordinates the

1000-genomes project,” explains Morris Swertz. “Our

data management and analysis part of GvNL.

approach is to quickly get those analysis pipelines to

De Bakker says: “So far we have concentrated on SNPs

the Netherlands, use existing tools as much as possi

(Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms, ed.) in order to cre

ble and develop additional solutions where necessary.”

ate a picture of the genome, but now the time has come

From his point of view, a major challenge is the scale

to fill in the areas between the SNPs. Even when read

of the operation, but at the same time that also pro

ing out a million SNPs, this type of analysis is still rela

vides a real opportunity for the bioinformatics field. “We

tively simple because you know where to look for varia

need to scale up our operations, pool our strengths and

tion. But in the GvNL project we work with sequence data

make the Netherlands work as one coherent entity. It is

and that makes it all the more complicated. We don’t know

a great chance for us to get the knack of data analysis

where the variation is, so where do we start looking? Fur

on such a large scale and to get our toolbox in order. The

thermore, we have to assemble all 750 genomes from the

fact that we have this one concrete project that drives

individual reads (small parts generated by the sequencer,

the operation means we have very good motivation to

ed.). Especially in regions of the genome where there is a

finally combine all our knowledge and create focus.”

lot of variation, it is tricky to align the read with the refer
ence genome. When we see a difference, does that mean

Infrastructure project Getting a detailed view

we have found a new variation or is it just noise?” There are

of the genomes of 750 individuals is in itself exciting and

problems all around it seems, but De Bakker has a down

relevant, as is the development of a more refined genetic

to earth perspective. “We just have to deal with extremely

map. But the spin-off from this project will reach much
further. All four interviewees emphasise that GvNL is
basically an infrastructure project. Wijmenga: “We hope
GvNL will deliver new standards for imputation so that
in the future we can enrich newly generated genetic
information right away.” Swertz mentions the value of
being able to connect biobanks with a bioinformatics
support infrastructure that reaches beyond what can be
developed by individual parties. Training researchers to
work with and interpret the type of datasets GvNL will
generate, is also important according to De Bakker. Van
Ommen agrees: “Developing new infrastructure is best
done by coupling it to concrete research questions, which
is the best way to get researchers acquainted with the
new technology. It is also what BBMRI-NL is all about: we
try to improve the environment in which research takes
place. With the enormous progress in high-throughput
sequencing, it’s like drinking from a fire-hose. You get
soaking wet. What we need now are the tools to neatly
collect and package the stream in easy to manage bottles
and containers.”
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By Astrid van de Graaf

Innovation starts with
bioinformatics

T

he era of endless trial and

of the puzzle. With bioinformatics

before, during and after the growth

error in fermentation is about

we can organise and integrate all

delay period. Combined with know-

to become history. With bio

available data and knowledge into

ledge of the metabolic pathways of

informatics it is possible to do

a structured map,” explains Van

that microorganism and bioinformat

faster and more efficient purposive

Hijum. “The next step is to interpret

ics tools, we discovered that carbon

research. NIZO food research oper-

and analyse the data.” NIZO offers

dioxide availability was the bottle

ates at the forefront of this exciting

bioinformatics workshops for this

neck. That is a rather unusual fac

new field and assists its clients in

whole process, in which a company

tor, which would not have been found

profiting from this development.

works along with NIZO experts to

without bioinformatics technology.”

structure and explore their data.
“The client is always our starting

The assistance can range from

General tools Most companies

point for research,” says Koos

data processing and management,

involved in fermentation processes

Oosterhaven, Business Manager at

constructing metabolic maps to

have sequenced their production

NIZO food research in Ede. Since

visualisation of data.

strain. They end up with a hard

the management buyout in 2009, he

“We help them use bioinformat

disk full of data. “It is often at that

has been one of the inspiring own

ics tools and speed up their R&D

moment that they wake up to the

ers of the private contract research

efforts. Our experts always work

question: how do we get valuable

company. “Our task is to translate

closely with clients in joint teams

information out of this?” Similar

the possibilities of science and bio

because together we gain new insight

questions reach Van Hijum via Top

informatics into practical solutions

more quickly and more focused on

Institute of Food and Nutrition (TIFN)

that help our customer improve their

their needs,” Oosterhaven explains.

or the Kluyver Centre, the public

product or fermentation processes.”

“With bioinformatics we can solve

private partnerships in which NIZO

Among their regular customers are

issues which were unsolvable before.

participates. “Development of generic

large multinationals in food and food

For instance, a client had a myste

tools that can handle e.g. next-

ingredients. “They all have their own

rious growth delay in his fermen

generation sequencing data is a joint

R&D, but when it comes to complex

tation process that took ten per

effort of the teams at NIZO, Nijmegen,

issues such as bioinformatics they

cent of the production time. With

and the NBIC,” Van Hijum says. “For

tend to outsource the research,”

trial-and-error parameters, like

that matter, I think the result of any

Oosterhaven explains. “And you need

vitamins or nitrogen sources, that

bioinformatics effort should be a

a whole team of bioinformaticians to

might limit microbial growth would

generic tool that can be used for every

tackle every aspect of data analysis

be changed one by one. Now we are

microorganism. It does not matter

and data integration, otherwise you

able to do a comparative analysis of

who poses the question: industry,

end up with a partial solution,” adds

the gene activity on samples taken

academia or consortia.”

his colleague Sacha van Hijum, who
leads a team of nine bioinformati
cians at NIZO and heads the Bacte
rial Genomics group in Nijmegen.

NIZO food research BV, an independent contract research company, assists the
international dairy, food & beverage, ingredients and biotech industries to make

Fragments united Knowledge

better foods and become more profitable by developing and applying competitive
technologies. This can range from innovation in flavour, texture and health benefits

of the production strain and

to process efficiency, ingredient optimisation and food safety.

fermentation process is often

More information: www.nizo.com

fragmented among several experts

Koos Oosterhaven PhD, Business Manager,

in a company. “They all know a piece

koos.oosterhaven@nizo.nl
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Interview with Mark Musen

Stanford professor Mark Musen

By Marga van Zundert

builds the Semantic Web

“Ontologies are
becoming a communitybased enterprise”
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he Semantic Web, also called Web 3.0, will make

gene product is located in the cell and what biological

the information on the World Wide Web as accessi-

function it has. An ontology makes it possible to com

ble and meaningful to computers as it is to humans.

pare data from one biological experiment to another or

Computer programs will surf the Web, collecting data and

from one organism to another. In recent years ontology

Web-based knowledge to answer questions and to help

has become a real buzz word. Every scientific field, indeed

people take advantage of online resources. Equipped with

every niche in biology, now creates its own ontology.

artificial intelligence, such computer-based agents could
even do some reasoning of their own. At least that is the
vision of computer scientists. Stanford professor of medicine and computer science Mark Musen: “Asking today
what the impact of the Semantic Web will be would almost
be like asking a biologist in 1990 how he or she might
benefit from the World Wide Web. Frankly, I don’t think he
or she would have had the faintest clue.” Mark Musen has

“Ontology has developed
religious characteristics with
various churches preaching
their own truth.”

built many smart machines that are able to reason about
data, for example to help doctors make better decisions.
At the moment he is building ontologies, systems that

What is hot in the field?

categorise all kinds of knowledge to make it possible for

There are enormous controversies in the ontology

machines to recognise what type of information they are

community. Ontologists argue whether an ontology can

dealing with and to ‘think’ about it.

capture everything in the world or only small pieces of
reality. Philosophers discuss whether an ontology
represents an enumeration of the entities in some objec

You have a PhD in Biomedical Informatics and

tive reality or whether ontologies are psychological con

also are a medical doctor. How did you become

structions within the minds of scientists. There is even

interested in bioinformatics in the first place?

debate about whether or not it is possible to create an

I vividly remember a field trip as a boy in junior high school.

ontology. The field has developed religious characteristics

We drove twenty miles into the hills to see the computer

with various churches preaching their own truth. Biolo

of a bank. I was fascinated by what was then the remote

gists now basically use a particular ontology because they

ness of the computer and by its amazing capabilities. I

blindly believe in it. I think biologists should apply the

later became the only undergraduate with a computer in

same scientific standards to ontologies that they apply to

his dorm room in the 1970s. However, my interest in com

their laboratory experiments. The empirical evaluation of

puters was not great enough to switch majors. At the end

ontologies and of ontology-engineering methods is there

of medical school, I stumbled upon a course at the United

fore becoming an extremely hot area.

States National Institutes of Health called computers in
clinical medicine and immediately signed up for it. That’s
when I discovered that medicine, biology, and computer
science could come together.

In a recent paper you say, ‘Ontologies are becoming a community-based enterprise.’ Why?
Modern ontologies are becoming very large. A good
example is the International Classification of Diseases,
the ICD, which was initiated in the 19 th century by some

“We will open the ICD
to anybody with a computer
anywhere in the world.”

European countries and has been coordinated by the World
Health Organization since 1948. The ICD has been revised
several times because diseases come and go. Nobody ever
dies of consumption anymore and new diseases such as
toxic shock syndrome, Hantavirus, and SARS appear.
My group is working with the WHO to come up with a new
version of ICD -ICD11- which is not going to be the tradi

Today much of your studies concern ontologies.

tional lexicon of causes of death and causes of morbidity,

Can you explain to a layman what these are?

but instead will be a real ontology. ICD11 will have relation

The Web contains an enormous amount of informa

ships among terms and the system will allow computer-

tion. Before computer-based agents can understand

based agents to do some reasoning. Moreover, experts

and make significant inferences about such data, the

from all over the world will be able to make suggestions for

data need to be structured in such a way that a compu

changes, deletions, and additions. Basically, we will open

ter program can understand them. An ontology serves

the ICD to anybody with a computer anywhere in the world.

this purpose: it represents information about the world

Yes, there will be a lot of junk and we are working on fil

in a structured way. Typically, an ontology consists of a

ter technologies, but we will really create something well

finite list of terms, their definitions and interrelation

beyond Wikipedia for classification of diseases: a version

ships. The Gene Ontology, for example, is a categorisa

of ICD which is truly global in scale and that will assist

tion of every known gene product, indicating where that

healthcare workers and epidemiologists around the world.
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most surprising to me is a plug-in for Microsoft Word
that uses BioPortal Web services to access our reposi
tory of ontologies. It was engineered by people at the
University of California at San Diego (USCD) and Micro
soft Research in Redmond, Washington. When you type
in the name of a particular gene in Word, the program
highlights the gene name as an entry in an ontology and
allows to explore alternative names, orthologs in differ
ent species, and references to all kinds of experiments.
I had absolutely no idea that UCSD and Microsoft were
working on such a tool; I read about it in somebody else’s
press release. But the fact that the scientific commu
nity is just taking our work for granted and putting it to
use is, when you think about it, actually very gratifying.

“None of our
smartest programs
is able to think
with versatility.”
Will bioinformaticians become redundant



when Web 3.0 is running?
2005

Head of the National Centre for

Ha ha, the same question was asked about clinicians ten

		

Biomedical Ontology

years ago, when computer programs appeared that were

1992

Head of Stanford Centre for

able to examine electronic patient records and to try to

		

Biomedical Informatics Research

figure out what was going on with individual patients.

1992	Young Investigator Award NSF

Although my professional life focuses on getting com

1988	Professor of Computer Science,

puters to inch closer to being able to reason about bio

		Stanford University

medicine, at the end of the day it is still going to be the

1988	Professor of Medicine (Biomedical Informatics),

physician, it is still going to be the biologist, it may even

		Stanford University

be the patient or the laboratory technologist, who is going

1988	PhD in Medical Information Sciences

to be able to look at the data, to put them together, to

		

see all the dimensionality, and to formulate the hypo

(Biomedical Informatics), Stanford University

1980	MD Medicine, Brown University

thesis that ultimately gets to be proven. Computers are

1977	ScB Biology, Brown University

very useful in data analysis, in data reduction, in run
ning large statistical regression experiments, but they

During the NBIC Conference 2010 Mark Musen presen-

are terrible at thinking creatively. That is why I think that

ted a keynote lecture entitled ‘The National Centre

scientists will always be able to earn Nobel prizes.

for Biomedical Ontology: bringing structure to bio
medical data’.

Are you saying that we are incapable of
producing true artificial intelligence?
Ah, that’s a question opening about two hours of discus
sion. Let me say that we have created dozens of programs

You’ve developed Protégé, a tool to build ontologies,

that are absolutely brilliant in the small things they do.

and BioPortal, an ontology repository system. Both

But, when I’m dying of appendicitis and I go up to IBM’s

are open to everyone and users can add plug-ins them-

famous chess-playing program Deep Thought, the com

selves. What plug-in has surprised you the most?

puter will tell me to move my pawn over to some square.

Lots of plug-ins have surprised me. For instance, I didn’t

TomTom might be more helpful, because it may direct

anticipate the number of plug-ins for visualising ontolo

me to a hospital, but actually it has no idea why I need to

gies that people would create. The plug-ins with anima

get there. None of our smartest programs is able to think

tion created by Peggy Storey at the University of Vic

with versatility. More important, none of them is able to

toria, for example, are really exciting. Watching nodes

know when it is posed a question that it can’t answer.

in ontologies zoom around, back and forth, provides
a three dimensional view that is extremely helpful in
understanding how ontologies fit together. But perhaps
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By Marga van Zundert

Combining evolution, data
and sequence analysis

I

n the genomics world, anything

tion. For example, it has been shown

advanced sequence analysis and

goes. Yet the Utrecht bioinformatics

that the differences in protein com

orthology detection. The studies

group headed by biologist Berend

plexes between yeast and humans

address questions such as: What rules

Snel tries to find patterns in the land-

can largely be explained by the gain

govern the presence and absence of

scape: the general rules of life.

or loss of genes in the vast evolu

genes across genomes? How do pro

tionary time separating these two

tein complexes or signal transduction

Four years after starting his own

species, instead of by the reorgani

pathways evolve? And: what is the role

research group, Associate Professor

sation of shared genes into protein

of gene duplication? In addition to pro

Berend Snel is content but not satis

complexes of changed composition.

viding such fundamental insights into

fied. “We are on the right track. We are

evolution, the work results in tools

tackling the problems and topics that I

Strength of the group

that can predict the cellular function

want to address, we have established

Heading a small, completely

of poorly characterised genes.

many interesting collaborations, and

independent research group was

we have published a good number of

a major reason for Snel to move

Any thing goes In 2009 Snel’s

papers and discovered various pro

from the CMBI in Nijmegen to

group succeeded in conducting the

cesses that play a role in the evolution

Utrecht. Another motive was the

first large-scale investigation of

of biomolecular systems. However, we

opportunity to work closely with

cohesive evolution of functionally

don’t know their relative importance.

well-known scientists such as mass

related proteins in no less than 34

I want to connect these dots instead

spectrometrist Albert Heck or plant

eukaryotes. Like Fokkens discovered

of finding ever more disparate obser

developmental biologist Ben Scheres.

that a majority of all complexes

vations, however interesting these

The strength of the group lies in

and pathways are only partially

may be.” Perhaps that is the scien

a combination of thorough know

present in a number of species,

tist’s impatience or ambition speak

ledge of evolution, available data and

which leads to the conclusion that

ing? Snel: “Maybe, but bioinformat

sequence analysis. Snel: “Under

evolution of functional modules is

ics moves at incredible speed. Even

standing what the data represents

very flexible. Components are not

for topics in which you are consid

is essential for asking the right ques

indispensable: they can be replaced

ered the expert, you may be scooped,

tions.” When it comes to computer

or reused in a different functional

and that makes me restless.”

science, Snel considers his group

context. “Anything goes in evolution,”

One of the successes in displaying

advanced users. “We paste programs

comments Snel. “All possible

more general rules in evolutionary

together, but also adjust them for the

processes happen, which makes it so

genomics is the tight interrelation of

particular problem when necessary.”

hard to see the big picture.”

genomic and protein network evolu

All research efforts rely heavily on

In the coming years, Snel wants
to spend more time on fundamen
tal research questions from within

RESEARCH GROUP:	Evolutionary Genomics and Integrative Bioinformatics

the group. “All too often students

DEPARTMENT:	Biology

and colleagues from other depart

ORGANISATION:

ments step into my office to discuss

Utrecht University (Netherlands)

GROUP LEADER:	Berend Snel, associate professor
EMPLOYEES:

1 postdoc, 4 PhD students, 1-2 undergraduate students

RESEARCH FOCUS:	Revealing evolutionary dynamics of complexes and pathways
RESEARCH GOAL:	To understand biology’s molecular machinery

a bit of interesting biology. That has
resulted in a great deal of interest

FUNDING:	NBIC BioRange, Centre for Biosystem Genomics,

ing cooperation and discoveries,

	Netherlands Consortium for Systems Biology

but perhaps I need to focus more

WEBSITE:

http://bioinformatics.bio.uu.nl/snel/group.html

on answering our own questions.”
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By Lilian Vermeer

Practical bioinformatics
support in dedicated
research projects

I

n October 2009 NBIC started a new BioAssist initiative, the Bioinformatics Research
Support 1 (BRS) group, to help life scientists e.g. biologists and clinicians who encounter bioinformatics obstacles in doing research. “We use existing methods and tools

to as great an extent possible to provide (custom-made) solutions, advice or training,”
explains BRS group leader Marc van Driel. The first client was Mark van Passel from

the EcoGenomics consortium, who had an automation problem to solve.

Mark van Passel wanted to investi

ic islands of over 1000 species.

GIs are noticeable because of their

gate the relatedness between cer

What are genomic islands? Microbial

different sequences compared to

tain DNA regions, so-called genomic

genomes can evolve through the slow

that of the host genome with respect

islands, within the genome of many

accumulations of mutations. How

to dinucleotide frequency, which

different bacteria. After having inves

ever, they can also evolve more dra

is characteristic for each genome.

tigated genomic islands from two

matically by taking up foreign DNA

Related species have a similar rela

bacterial strains, he wanted to do

from another organism in a process

tive dinucleotide frequency. So if

the analysis on all sequenced bac

called gene transfer. This transfer

there are gene(s) or clusters within

teria species. To that end Erik Roos,

may consist of taking up only single

the genome which differ very much,

working as a BRS support engineer in

genes, but also gene clusters known

these DNA parts may have been

the Groningen host group (Genomics

as Genomic Islands (GIs). Proper

acquired by horizontal gene transfer.

Coordination Centre/UMCG), devel

ties of the bacteria can be modified

Van Passel had already investigated

oped a software package that auto

due to gene transfer, for example

the relatedness of GIs in two differ

matically analyses all the genom

bacteria can become pathogenic.

ent bacterial strains using existing
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tools2: the delta-rho web tool which

to assess composition similarities.

of the delta-rho approach and the

analyses the similarity between GIs

GIs that may have been acquired

compare islands method. This tool

and their genome, and the so-called

from a (compositionally) similar

enables the automated analysis of

‘compare-islands tool’ which com

donor can thereby be detected.

large databases of genomic sequenc

pares different prokaryotic genom

Erik Roos developed a new software

es and their genomic islands.

ic islands with each other in order

package based on the combination

DEVELOPER Erik Roos explains the

lyse the relatedness of each genom

ic fragments with low delta val

problem: “Mark van Passel wanted to

ic island to its genome, to check

ues (5 percent, 10 percent and

extend his analysis from two bacte

whether the GIs are really GIs. This

ria species to all sequenced microbes

tool calculates the relative dinucle

available in the current database. He

otide composition (value rho) of a DNA

also wanted to analyse organisms

sequence, for example the occur

with more than one chromosome and

rence of G-C or A-T, etc. in a DNA

“We developed a
software package
that automatically
analyses all the
genomics islands of
over 1000 species.”

other organisms within a taxon.”

sequence. On the basis of rho val

Roos designed a software program

ues, the average dinucleotide rela

that automatically downloads the

tive difference (value delta) between

sequences required for the analysis.

DNA sequences can be calculated.

In this case that means download

The lower the delta value, the more

ing all the genomes, including second

related the sequences. The program

and third chromosomes from the

then compares the relatedness of

25 percent) were included for each

prokaryotic database of the National

GIs from the same genome. Relat

comparison. The program gener

Centre for Biotechnology Informa

ed GIs are clustered together and

ates these fragments automati

tion and the GIs belonging to these

depicted in a tree, resulting in related

cally and they serve as a control

genomes from another database,

GIs on the same branch of a tree.

since they are of course (very) simi

Island Viewer (www.pathogenomics.

The program repeats this genomic

lar to their genome and should clus

sfu.ca/islandviewer/download.php).

island analysis for each of the 1009

ter together and not with GIs.

Subsequently the program uses a web

microbes. To set a conservative

tool developed at the AMC to ana

threshold of relatedness, genom

USER Mark van Passel, working at the

Driel of NBIC for help. “I was very

ber 2009 Van Passel and Roos talked

Wageningen University: “I am interest

glad that the BRS group was able to

to each other for the first time con

ed in mapping gene transfer between

help with my bioinformatics prob

cerning the automation problem. With

microbes. It is assumed that many

lem. Support engineer Erik Roos from

in a couple of weeks the program was

pathogenic bacteria acquire their

the BRS group quickly understood

running and the first results from the

pathogenic properties through the

the issue and designed a good soft

automated analysis were obtained.

uptake of foreign DNA. I want to study

ware package to solve my problem.”

Van Passel is very satisfied with the

how this process progresses and I also

Roos and Van Passel only met in per

software program. “The automated

want to find out what the origin of the

son once and later on they commu

analysis allows me to do the genom

foreign DNA is. I had already inves

nicated by Skype and by e-mail.

ic Island research in a short period
of time. Furthermore it easily allows

tigated two different bacteria spe
cies and their genomic islands. Over
the years more and more genomes
of bacteria have been sequenced.
Therefore the prokaryotic database
was and still is expanding rapidly. So
I thought, why not analyse them all?”
Analysing them all would be too

“I was very glad
that the BRS group
was able to help
with my bioinformatics problem.”

repeating the analysis with different
parameters. The databases are fre
quently updated with new genomes
and new islands, so after some time
we can also update the Genomic Island
analysis. The results have increased
our knowledge on the origin of GIs in
bacteria.” The new bioinformatics tool

much work to do by hand, Van Pas
sel realised. However he did not have

“This worked quite well, and looking

and its successful application have

the knowledge to automate the job

back I think that the analysis was done

and therefore he turned to Marc van

very fast,” says Van Passel. In Novem

been described in a scientific publica
tion3 which is currently being reviewed.

Notes
1

For more information on NBIC Bioinformatics

Research Support (BRS): marc.van.driel@nbic.nl

2

For information on ‘delta-rho web’ or

3

Roos, T.E. and Van Passel, W.J., ‘A quantita-

‘compare islands’ see http://deltarho.amc.nl/

tive account of genomic island acquisitions

cgi-bin/bin/index.cgi

in prokaryotes’ (submitted)
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By Bastienne Wentzel

Combining data for
better outcome prediction
in breast cancer

Martin van Vliet is an electrical engineer turned bio
informatician. Van Vliet finished his Master’s thesis in
2004 at the Delft group of Information and Communi
cation Technology around the time that bioinformatics
was about to boom. Van Vliet chose to continue with
a PhD in a collaborative project between the Delft
University of Technology and the Netherlands Cancer
Institute – Antoni van Leeuwenhoek Hospital. The study
was part of the NBIC BioRange programme. Van Vliet
spent one or two days a week at the Amsterdam based
NKI-AVL to ensure the crucial collaboration between the
photo: NKI-AVL, Amsterdam

Bioinformatics groups at the NKI-AVL and TU Delft, but
more importantly, to closely collaborate with biologists
and clinicians. He explains: “After obtaining my masters
degree, I was well-trained in pattern recognition and

Once breast cancer has been diagnosed, the

data analysis. Although I knew little about biology at the

prognosis of the patient largely depends on

time, I was able to cooperate with the biologists at the

the development of metastases. Predicting

NKI and learned as I went along. In exchange, my know

breast cancer outcome may guide choices for

ledge about data analysis and programming was useful

further therapy. Martin van Vliet improved

to them.”

the prediction methods by combining different

http://bioinformatics.tudelft.nl

data sources.

http://bioinformatics.nki.nl

Once a woman has been diagnosed with breast cancer,

metastasis of breast cancer tumours. Van Vliet completed

there are many ways in which the disease may devel

his PhD studies this spring at the Bioinformatics Lab of

op. Metastasis, the spreading of the tumour through

the Delft University of Technology and the Bioinformatics

out the body, plays a crucial role. The primary tumour

and Statistics group at the NKI-AVL. Predictors of the risk

is in many cases not fatal, but the metastases damage

of metastasis based on clinical data have been available

vital organs and induce death. Some tumours metas

for some time. These are accurate in approximately 68

tasise easily and aggressively, minimising the chance

percent of the cases. A new approach to predicting this

of survival. Other tumours never metastasise, result

risk involves the analysis of microarray data. Tumour

ing in a high disease-free survival rate. Therapy is usu

cells of different patients with a known risk profile for

ally aimed at preventing metastasis, but chemother

metastasis are analysed using a gene expression profile.

apy in particular has severe side-effects. Some of

The correlation of the expression patterns of all genes

the patients could be spared therapy if an accurate

with the occurrence of metastasis is then evaluated. The

prediction of the risk of metastases is available.

signature, a group of genes which best predicts the risk
profile, is selected. Based on the expression pattern of

Gene expression profile Researcher Martin van

the genes in the signature, a risk score is assigned to each

Vliet aims to improve predictions about the chances of

patient. Next, the patients are assigned to either a good
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outcome group (low risk) or a poor outcome group (high

This yielded a better prediction than each of the methods

risk) by choosing a clinically motivated threshold on the

individually. That means that the information contained in

risk score. Since withholding therapy from a patient who

the two datasets supplement each other. Once again, the

would benefit from the therapy is considered worse than

problem was the small amount of clinical data available,”

over-treating a patient who is incorrectly predicted to be

Van Vliet explains. Also, data from model systems such

a high risk case, the threshold is chosen conservatively.

as mouse or human cell lines were used, but were found

The microarray data from a new patient are employed to

not to increase the quality of the prediction. “These data

compute the signature output, and fit the patient into the

proved too far away from the reality of a human tumour,”

‘poor’ or ‘good’ outcome group, indicating this patient’s

says Van Vliet. But altogether, prediction of metastasis

risk for metastasis.

can be improved by combining microarray and clinical
data, Van Vliet concludes. “Instead of 68 percent, we can

Small sample size problem The classifier is a

now predict almost 73 percent of the tumours correctly,”

crucial step in the diagnostic process as it determines

he claims.

the separation between high and low risk for metastasis.
Improvement of the classifier is Van Vliet’s main interest.

BROADENING HORIZONS Van Vliet is currently employed

During his research, he investigated several ways to

as a bioinformatician at Skyline Diagnostics, a new start-

enhance the predictive value of microarray data. “One

up company in the incubator programme of the Erasmus

of the challenges is the ‘small sample size’ problem,” he

University in Rotterdam. He develops algorithms to

explains. “Since this research area is relatively young,

process the data generated by microarray chips for the

there are only small patient cohorts available. Initially,

diagnosis of different forms of leukaemia. “The disease

data was available for 295 patients of the Netherlands

is different, but the idea is roughly the same as for breast

Cancer Institute (NKI-AVL). Later, data from 286 patients of

cancer,” he says. “I enjoy doing academic research, but I

the Rotterdam Erasmus Medical Centre became available.

wanted to combine that with a development/commercial

However, a microarray analysis gives information for

component as well. Apart from the scientific aspect, I

at least 20,000 genes per patient. Since the number of

now have to deal with commercial interests, regulatory

patients is much smaller than the number of genes, it

issues, and quality management as well, which broadens

is easy to find patterns of association with metastasis

my horizon. Moreover, I like the fact that the knowledge

which are based on coincidence. Another problem

I create is turned into an actual product that helps a

arises when we combine different data sets because

patient.”

experimental parameters such as the microarray platform
or experimental protocols may vary.”
Van Vliet investigated whether it helps to increase the
sample size. “Pooling different datasets together increas
es the sample size, but also introduces more heteroge
neity. Whether the former effect would overrule the lat
ter, and thus increase the performance of the classifier
of the large data set, was unknown,” Van Vliet explains.
He used seven different datasets with nine different
gene expression signatures. All signatures were differ
ent (consisting of largely different genes) but performed
similarly. Combining the datasets and constructing a

Name:

Martin van Vliet

new signature and classifier led to better performance.

University:

Delft University of

	Technology

Additionally, Van Vliet tried to group genes based on

Promotors: 	Prof. M.J.T. Reinders

their biological annotation in functional databases

	L.F.A. Wessels PhD (NKI-AVL)

such as KEGG and Gene Ontology. In this way, he con

Thesis Title: 	Improving breast cancer

(TU Delft) and

sidered the activity of groups of genes rather than sin

outcome prediction by

gle genes. “Using biologically relevant groups of genes

sources

combining multiple data

rather than individual genes provides a much richer

PhD obtained on 6 April 2010

interpretation to the eventual signature. For example, a
biologist can use the insights about types of genes that
are related in patients with a higher risk for metasta

Additional information

sis to guide follow-up experiments,” Van Vliet asserts.

1. Van Vliet, M.H. et al. (2007): Module-based outcome prediction using
breast cancer compendia. PLoS ONE (Public Library of Science) 2 (10) e1047.
2. Reyal, F. et al. (2008): A comprehensive analysis of nine prognostic

Improved prediction Finally, Van Vliet combined

signatures reveals the high predictive capacity of proliferation,

clinical data with microarray data. “We found a small

Cancer Research 10, R93.

improvement in risk prediction if we used the logical ‘OR’
operation. That means if either the clinical data or the
microarray data indicated that the patient should be in
the poor outcome group, the patient was put in that group.

Immune response and RNA splicing modules in breast cancer. Breast
3. Van Vliet, M.H. et al. (2008) Pooling breast cancer datasets has a
synergetic effect on classification performance and improves
signature stability. BMC Genomics 9, 375.
4. Van Vliet, M.H. (2009): Knowledge driven decomposition of tumour
expression profiles. BMC Bioinformatics 10, S20 (Asia Pacific
Bioinformatics Conference, Jan 13-16 2009, Beijing, China).
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By Ies Nijman

Riding the wave

N

o, we are not surfing a giant

through a web interface. This starts

point browser that allows viewing,

breaker off the Hawaiian

up a collection of scripts in parallel

zooming and comparing of next-

coast, but riding a giant wave

on our cluster to calculate all kinds

generation sequence data to gene

of data generated every day by the

of statistics to evaluate the quality

annotation (see figure).

current generation of sequencers.

of the sequence data, to map the

Moreover, the ability to barcode

With a current throughput of more

reads (with BWA), calculate mapping

samples, which are sequenced as

than 50 Gbp per run on a SOLiD or Illu-

and coverage statistics, detect SNPs

a pool and re-assigned to each sam

mina sequencer and an endless prom-

and indels, and if requested, collect

ple by the software afterwards,

ise of more, many researchers are

information on detected variants and

allows comparing sequence data

struggling to keep afloat. A success-

predict effects on coding sequences.

from many samples. Manually review

ful surfer will have to analyse the data

Although still in development, being

ing the data for a single candidate

within the time it takes to finish the

able to effortless process datasets is

gene might be possible, but full

next run and the next wave hits.

crucial to prevent a build-up of data

genome/transcriptome comparisons

and the formation of a tsunami.

require the design of specific analy

With sequencer data yield increas

sis tools depending on the platform

ing faster than computers can keep

Comparing multiple samples

used. Marieke Simonis in our lab has

up, next-generation sequencing

and visualisation While these

made such a tool, which interprets

has forced researchers to rethink

analyses are already time consuming,

strand aware RNA sequencing data

more than their software. Every

they are only a prelude to the real

and extracts signals of interest.

thing from sample preparation, stor

in-depth analysis of each experiment.

age to processing power to data out

From the term next-generation

Multiplexing and genomic

put is being retrofitted or redesigned

sequencing, one could deduce we are

enrichment With the arrival of

to meet the demands of ever-faster

only looking at base pair orders, but

genomic enrichment techniques,

sequencing machines. Supported by

many spinoffs are using sequences

next-generation sequencing has

NBIC’s BioAssist and BioRange pro

as a signal of biological activity

started to make its way into the

grammes, the Hubrecht Institute

and processes, for example Copy-

(research) hospitals as well. This

in Utrecht focuses on the develop

Number analysis, Structural Variation

allows the throughput of the

ment of new bioinformatics tools and

detection, CHIP-seq, 4C-seq,

sequencer to be focused on specific

streamlines pipelines.

methylation-profiling, RNA seq and

genomic regions by capturing these

others. In these experiments, the

with complementary probes from

Customised pipeline An efficient

presence (or absence) of sequenced

the complete genomic pool. Several

analysis pipeline and sufficient

fragments point to a specific genomic

commercial suppliers have now

hardware is essential to ‘cook’ the

construction, activity or interaction

released kits to selectively capture

data. While some people use the

and require specialised analysis tools.

the complete 36 Mb coding part of

analysis toolkit supplied with the

In addition, an appropriate solution

the human genome (the exome),

instrument, we choose to use other

to visualise the data is not trivial.

which significantly reduces the

tools and our own customised scripts

While the major genome browsers

amount of sequencing needed if one

to analyse our SOLiD data. With help

like Ensembl and UCSC have basic

is only interested in genes. Soon

from the BioAssist programme, a

support for coverage tracks, complete

after the release, reports were made

pipeline was developed that collects

overviews are difficult to get. In our

revealing genetic changes underlying

all the information needed to start the

lab, BioAssist coworker Frans-Paul

disease ranging from the relatively

analysis of single or multiple datasets

Ruzius has developed a fast, to-the-

straightforward recessive disorders
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to more challenging dominant defects

wave to ride at a different point in

progress to be gained here is almost

to even de novo mutations underlying

the procedure: sample preparation.

unimaginable. This can, however, only

a rare syndrome.

Sample preparation currently takes a

succeed if one keeps up to speed with

Discussions on how to incorporate

significant amount of hands-on time

the advances in this field or one will

next-generation sequencing into diag

in the lab, and while skilled people are

find oneself dead in the water when

nostics are now ongoing. In addition

able to process a multitude of sam

the next wave comes thundering

to ethical issues, technical challeng

ples at a time, generating hundreds

down.

es are also limiting routine patient

of libraries needs better automation

sequencing. The genomic enrichment

of this procedure. Although techno

technology is expensive (about 300-

logical advances are being made, fur

800 Euros per sample), labour inten

ther development is still required and

sive and time consuming. Recently,

we need to be prepared to make new

we introduced an optimised protocol

financial investments.
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1.	Nijman, I.J. et al. (2010) Mutation discovery
by targeted genomic enrichment of multiplexed barcoded samples. Nature Methods
(Published online: 17 October 2010 |
doi:10.1038/nmeth.1516).

combining barcoding and enrichment
so that samples can be pooled before

Bright future The future looks

enrichment, substantially reduc

bright for surfing: a wave of sample

Contact:

ing costs and effort [1]. This opens

preparation to conquer; a wave of

Hubrecht Institute

up possibilities for sequencing many

data to analyse with the automated

Genome Biology Group

individuals in order to start investigat

pipelines; and finally a wave of

3508 AD UTRECHT

ing more complex genetic disorders.

samples or patients to compare. The

The Netherlands

Remarkably, this will generate a new

amount of information and scientific

i.nijman@hubrecht.eu

Ies Nijman PhD

P.O. Box 85164

www.hubrecht.eu

tag browser
A screen shot of TagBrowser showing
RNA-sequencing coverage.
On the x-axis, the genome reference
is represented. Sequence reads are
indicated by blocks, and the redshading indicates how often this
read has been seen. Arrows indicate
alternative splicing signals and
previously unannotated exons
(http://genetics.genomicscenter.nl/
tagbrowser/ ).

≥ Key concepts
≥	Large-scale sequencing of human and model organ

≥	While commercial toolkits are available, Hubrecht

isms has proven to have a profound impact on our abil

Institute and NBIC jointly develops customised tools

ity to predict biochemical functions of sequences of

and pipelines to analyse and visualise the next-gener

interest.
≥	Since the advent of the second generation sequenc
ers, the cost of sequencing has fallen by half about

ation of data sequencers.
≥	This article describes several tools and/or protocols
that have been (are being) developed at Hubrecht Insti

every five months. The cost of storing each byte of

tute: (1) web interface to a cluster-based analysis

data is dropping too, but more slowly, halving rough

pipeline that collects all information needed to start

ly every 14 months. Moreover, the throughput of

the analyses of sequence datasets; (2) Tag brows

sequencers is increasing continuously.

er that allows fast viewing, zooming and comparing

≥	The rapid expansion of large-scale sequencing leads

sequence data; (3) tool that interprets strand aware

to the identification of new gene families, alternative

RNA sequencing data and extracts signals of interest;

splicing events or transcript usage and facilitates the

(4) protocols to incorporate next gen sequencing into

identification of diagnostic sequence motifs (finger
prints) for gene and protein functional domains.
≥	Successful and effective management of sequence

clinical screening and diagnostics.
≥	The work is supported by the NBIC BioAssist and
BioRange Programmes.

data needs an efficient analysis pipeline and dedicat
ed toolkits.
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Plant phylogenomics

By Arnold Kuzniar

New tools for improved
orthology clustering
and function annotation

O

rthology is a key evolutionary

the biological function of an unknown

evidence obtained from several

concept in many areas of

protein using known (i.e. function

studies, the OrhoMCL’s clustering of

genomic research. It provides

ally characterised) proteins in other

mannose-binding lectins is incorrect,

a framework for subjects as diverse

species. For example, if an ortholo

whereas the HomoloGene’s grouping

as the evolution of genomes, gene or

gous group consists of at least one

is in agreement with the current

protein functions, cellular networks

known protein, then the function of

knowledge.

and function annotation of genomes.

other proteins of this group can be

Furthermore, we are developing

Orthology detection and phylogenetic

predicted reliably [1]. A wide array

approaches to evaluate entire ortho

profiling methods that are accurate

of orthology detection tools such as

logy databases and function-based

and scalable are critically important

databases and algorithms have been

protein classifications. These will be

for function annotation of (plant)

developed in the past few years [2].

very helpful in discussing the merits

genomes.

and pitfalls of the methods in a sys
Integrated database Our

tematic manner. The ProGMap data

In the NBIC SIPPA (Strategies for

attempt focuses on the development

base is freely available for queries

Improved Phylogenetic Profiling and

of an integrated database for protein

involving gene symbols, keywords,

Annotation) project we are primarily

orthology, called ProGMap (Protein

nucleotide/amino acid sequences

interested in plant genomes, including

Group Mappings) [3]. Recently, we

and database-specific sequence

those of interest to the Centre for

have expanded the database with

identifiers. It is meant for biolo

BioSystems Genomics (CBSG). Plant

new orthology data sets, particularly

gists and bioinformaticians who deal

(angiosperm) genomes are known to

those from (but not exclusively to)

with partially annotated genomic

undergo extensive gene and whole

plant genomes, covering more than

data, or for researchers who want

genome duplications followed by gene

700 genomes from all domains of life.

to assess the agreement between

losses, rendering the detection of

ProGMap is now based on a non-

expert-curated and automatically

true orthologs across the genomes

redundant set of about nine million

inferred protein classifications.

dubious. Moreover, plant genomic

protein sequences mapped to protein

data are special from the quality

(orthologous) groups collected from

point of view as well; the number of

eleven databases including UniProt,

the ProGMap database relies on

well-curated plant-specific data sets

Refseq, Ensembl, HomoloGene,

the results provided by the member

is rather scarce when compared to

KOG, OrthoMCL-DB etc. ProGMap

databases, we wanted to expand

yeasts and bacteria, for example.

combines the underlying databases

the database with protein clusters

We have developed bioinformatics

(classifications) via a network of links

(groups) constructed de novo as well.

tools around the concept of orthology

constructed by a fast sequence-based

Clustering methods are frequently

clustering, which can also make use

mapping method. To handle database

used to delineate groups of ‘similar’

of additional information including

updates more easily, we implemented

proteins from various biological

conserved gene order (synteny), gene

an automated Edit-Transform-

networks such as sequence-based

fusions/fissions, protein-protein

Load pipeline. In a pilot study we

similarity networks, protein-protein

interactions and metabolic pathways.

subjected a part of the ProGMap’s

interaction and co-expression data.

Clustering protein sequences based

network to a meta-analysis whereby

However, owing to high demands

on orthologous rather than homolo

several conflicting (erroneous) group

on computer resources, existing

gous relationships (the latter might

assignments and annotations were

bioinformatics tools cannot handle

involve both orthologs and paralogs)

identified. For example, based on

large data sets, such as those

provides more reliable means to infer

the phylogenetic and experimental

obtained by comparing hundreds

Network clustering Whereas
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rithm to classify remote homologs

suitable tools that can efficiently

from protein sequence-based and

process multiple large networks,

structure-based similarity networks.

which are necessary to group proteins

Interestingly, by combining both pro

according to more than one criterion,

tein networks, the number of correct

such as similarity in protein sequence,

predictions increased by ten percent

3-D structure and function.

compared to the results obtained

For these reasons, we implemented a

from the structure-based networks

fast and memory-efficient graph algo

only. Thus, the approach seems prom

rithm in the program called netclust,

ising in improving the detection of

which can process networks of mil

protein orthologs in the ‘twilight zone’.
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lions of nodes (e.g. proteins) and bil
lions of edges (e.g. BLAST sequence

Biologically meaningful In

similarities) within a few minutes on

summary, the potential applications

an ordinary computer. An extended

include tasks where network data

version of the program called Multi-

of heterogeneous sources are to be

netclust allows users to extract con

combined, such as sequence-based

nected clusters of data represented

and structure-based similarities,

by different networks [4]. In particu

orthology relationships, gene

lar, it takes the users’ empirical know

expression and protein-protein

ledge of cut-off values into account to

interaction. That will lead to

combine multiple networks using an

suggestions for new and/or improved

averaging or kernel fusion method.

biologically meaningful relationships

As an example, we used the algo

between genes or proteins.

and Leunissen, J.A.M. (2010). Multi-netclust:
an efficient tool for finding connected clusters in multi-parametric networks.
Bioinformatics, 26, 2482-2483.
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≥ Key concepts
≥	Orthologs are homologous genes (or proteins) that
relate through speciation from a single ancestral gene
present in their latest common ancestor, whereas
paralogs are homologs that arose through gene
duplication.
≥	ProGMap is an integrated database of protein orthol
ogy that can be used to assess the coherence of vari

1

ous (orthologous) groups from a single site.
≥ Existing clustering tools used in bioinformatics can
not handle large data sets owing to high demands on
computer resources.
≥ (Multi)netclust is an efficient graph-based tool that

2

3

can detect biologically meaningful clusters such as
protein families and orthologous groups from (multi
ple) very large networks using an ordinary PC.
≥ Combining multiple data networks provides means
to improve orthology prediction and hence function
annotation of genomes.
≥	The research was done in collaboration with the Pro
tein Structure and Bioinformatics group of the Inter
national Centre for Genetic Engineering and Biotech
nology (ICGEB Trieste, Italy).
≥	The database and programs are freely available for
academic use.
≥	This article is based on the NBIC BioRange project

Different approaches in consolidating protein (orthology) databases
An example of six proteins (labelled A–F) involved in grouping accord-

‘Orthology detection strategies for improved phy

ing to three different databases (figure 1). The databases are con-

logenetic profiling and function annotation of plant

solidated using two distinct approaches: (i) the consensus approach
derives two new protein groups (in yellow) from the original groups

genomes’.

(in red, green and blue), resulting in an incomplete representation
of relationships between the proteins (figure 2) and (ii) the ProGMap’s
approach keeps the protein groups intact via a network of mappings

By the editors

(links), hence making full use of the knowledge invested in curated
databases (figure 3).
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Bioinformatics goes translational
One of the most prominent challenges in modern healthcare is leveraging
high quality research for the benefit of patient care rather than producing
the next paper in a high impact journal. Unfortunately, the translation
of outstanding biomedical research into solutions and services that will
benefit both our economy and healthcare system is far from trivial. The

Officer of the Centre

Centre for Translational Molecular Medicine (CTMM) has embarked on this

for Translational

daunting task by launching 21 large public-private consortia. Preventive

Molecular Medicine
(CTMM) and professor

and personalised medicine is the common denominator of all these

of Functional Medical

translational projects. Pre-symptomatic and early detection of disease,

Imaging, University
Medical Centre Utrecht

outcome prognosis, therapy prediction and active control of therapy

(UMCU)

and drug delivery is the name of this game. The disease orientation is
primarily focused on oncology and cardiology, while Alzheimer’s disease,
rheumatism and infection are being addressed as well.
Due to its large number of participants, both in academia and industry,
the number of collaborative interactions between scientists from different
backgrounds in the CTMM programme is second to none. The coming years
will be crucial for creating an infrastructure to support these new, complex
approaches in clinical translational research. CTMM collects and connects
large data sets from many different sources. Academic medical centres
and industrial laboratories will share genomics, proteomics, metabolomics
and imaging data of different patient cohorts. To guarantee that the
entire scientific community will ultimately benefit, an appropriate ICT
infrastructure will be key. To align these activities with existing initiatives,
NBIC can play a pivotal role in the implementation of this infrastructure.
A close alignment between NBIC and CTMM has been established to
provide a unique opportunity to put many of the bioinformatics tools into
a clinical context.
This may seem obvious, but up to now clinical researchers and
bioinformaticians have been living in two separate worlds. More recently,
the National Cancer Institute in the U.S. has initiated a programme to
bridge the two worlds: the cancer Biomedical Informatics Grid® (caBIG®),
enabling all parties in the cancer community – researchers, physicians,
and patients – to share data and knowledge. Its mission is to develop a
truly collaborative information network that accelerates the discovery of
new approaches for the detection, diagnosis, treatment and prevention of
cancer, ultimately improving patient outcomes. Similar to NBIC, the caBIG
programme propagates federated, open source solutions. Rather than
imposing all sorts of requirements on researchers, the programme will
absorb as many good practices as have been produced by the scientific
community while offering multiple solutions for that same community to
expedite collaborative cancer research. As these tools are quite often very
generic for all kinds of translational research, these solutions may apply
to applications other than oncology as well.
NBIC, CTMM as well as Parelsnoer, the Dutch biobanking programme, are
teaming up to transport some of the caBIG services to our own research
community. For NBIC this is a challenge, as well as a huge opportunity.
Breakthrough research in healthcare requires good alignment of basic and
clinical research. Bioinformatics will play a pivotal role in this process,
provided we take the effort to make the connection between all the
disciplines involved. A good working research IT infrastructure is essential
for CTMM’s success as much as the adoption of bioinformatics expertise
and tools in clinical research projects will be a measure for NBIC’s
success. For translational research a close interaction between initiatives
like NBIC and CTMM is the way forward.

